Pool Party Cue Card

Rules to be enforced

1. No Running on deck or on the ramp.
2. No Spitting, dunking, pushing, hitting, or other rough play.
3. No climbing on the island in the lazy river or the railing of the ramp.
4. No climbing up or jumping down from the wall between the lazy river and the hot tub.
5. No hanging on the rim of the basketball hoop.
6. Noodles, inner tubes, and large toys are available, but please share. NO hitting anyone with the noodles. NO more than 4 children in a car and 2 in the canoe. Please keep all large toys away from the walls, meaning they cannot be no the lazy river or ramp area.
7. Inner tubes and other toys are allowed, however they cannot be used in lieu of a personal floatation device.
8. In order to swim independently, swimmers must either be able to stand comfortably in all sections of the pool or pass a swim assessment: one length of the pool without stopping.
9. No jumping in the lazy river or near the bubble bench. Feet first jumps only.
10. There is absolutely NO DIVING anywhere in the pool.
11. The hot tub may only be used by those 16 years and older. No noodle, tubes, or other toys are allowed into the hot tub.
12. Lifeguards may ask those who do not follow the rules to sit out or to leave the pool.

**We have set ratios of parents to children for Rental groups. Please make sure there are enough parents getting into the water in case children unsuccessfully attempt the swim assessment. Parents should always be accompanying non-swimmers regardless of the ratios. **

Required ratio of parents to children:

1. 1 parent to every 4 children (1:4)

Rules for parents:

1. Caps are recommended for children with long hair.
2. Toys must be approved by the lifeguards before they are used.
3. All children must take the swim assessment: one length of the pool. Those who do not pass must wear a U.S. Coast Guard approved life vest, which we can provide. This also means parents should be prepared to enter the water to accompany the non-swimmers (within arms reach).
4. Tubes and noodles do NOT constitute floatation devices; children using them must still be supervised.
5. All life vests and suits with floatation pads must be U.S. Coast Guard approved. Water Wings are NOT allowed.